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A Unique Event?

Brian Mulholland

During the Minor Counties Championship Final held
at Dean Park, Bournemouth in September 2010 the
two scorers, Shelley Clayton and Christine Drew,
were awarded their County caps in recognition of
long and dedicated service to their respective
counties.
Shelley has been the Lincolnshire scorer for 13 years.
Christine has been scoring for Dorset since 1998.
These awards are a further recognition of the
important part that scorers play in the game of
cricket.

Christine Drew (Dorset) (left) and Shelley Clayton (Lincolnshire) proudly wearing their newly
presented County caps
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Adnan Farooq
Farooq wrote to say that;
Adnan
From the next domestic season the Pakistan Cricket Board will be presenting medals to Match
Referees, Umpires and Scorers at the ceremonies after the Final of each tournament.
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Visit to St George’s Park, Port Elizabeth
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P J W Danks

In February 2011 my wife, Elizabeth, and I visited Port Elizabeth,and called into the St George’s ground, the
cricket home of the Eastern Province Cricket Club. After being made welcome by the car park attendant,
I was extremely fortunate in that the first person I met was Keith Hadden. I say fortunate because Keith is
the resident scorer for all matches at the ground and the lead tutor for scorer students in Port Elizabeth.
Keith’s scorebox is situated one floor below the Press Box in a building overlooking the stumps - a perfect
view with sight of the scoreboard and display board; the players’ dressing room is in the adjacent building
with their access to the pitch very handily placed.
8 scorers are involved with the scoring of Provincial and Test matches and ODIs.
In the scorebox Keith sits on the extreme right looking out on to the pitch and computer scores for Cricinfo;
to his left are 2 manual scorers, a computer scorer and the producer who decides what statistics are to be
shown on the display board. Behind them sits the ‘spotter’, the person who identifies players and other
unusual events. The spotter tells the scorers what has happened with every delivery bowled, including the
zone into which any scoring shot is made. Checks are made after each over.
Two scorers are located In the Press Box and from their position directly above the official scorers they can
observe the match umpires signalling to the official scorers. From my experiences scoring for the ECB in
press boxes in England I appreciate what a huge benefit this is; press boxes are often in different parts of
the ground and umpires do not always signal to boththe official and the Press Box scorers as I well know.
Another plus with this system is easy access if queries occur; the press box scorers are in direct contact
with the score box via walkie-talkie radios.
The spotter relays the outcome of each and every ball delivered to the press scorers via the radio.
Prior to visiting the scorebox we walked around the ground where there are many records of key events in
South African cricket with the D’Oliveira affair being well covered.
Keith had a surprise for us when we returned to the scorebox, for
when we looked up to the display board, we saw a message which
read Welcome to Peter and Elizabeth Danks. Thank you very much
Keith for that – it will be a lasting memory of our visit to your ground.
Keith and his team conduct training courses for potential scorers in
Port Elizabeth. The current emphasis is on providing training for the
developmental regions, those areas where cricket is being introduced
for the first time. The linear method is being taught. Training is also
provided for existing scorers who still use the traditional box or book
method to convert them to the national linear method. I know some
tutors who believe the linear method should be taught to new students
in England.
After visiting the scorebox we met David Emslie, the CEO at the
ground, Peter Muzzel, the Cricket South Africa pitch consultant and
Norman Gerber for a drink. Norman told us of important dates and
events in the history of the St George’s Park Ground including that:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Peter Danks

Port Elizabeth CC is the oldest cricket club in South Africa, being formed in 1843.
In 1889 South Africa played their first Test match against England here; the visitors won in 2 days.
The first Rugby Test was played here in 1891 with England again the victors.
The first Women’s Test was played here in 1960
The last Test prior to isolation and the first Test after isolation were both played here.
Graham and Peter Pollock were two famous players belonging to
the club.

Before returning home we visited Newlands to see Cape Cobras
(from Cape Town) play Chevrolet Warriors (from Port Elizabeth)
in the Standard Bank Domestic Pro 20.
Owais Shah won the game for the Cobras with a not out half
century.
View from the St George’s Park score box
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THE LEARNING ZONE
Learn from colleagues; share your experiences; ask questions; offer comment; support the learning process.

No ball, Boundary 4 then Bye ........ but why?

Ed.

(See Issue 13; page 3)

Many of you found John’s question quite thought provoking and it certainly produced a healthy debate.
Several Scorer Instructors commented that they experienced a degree of difficulty explaining the No ball/Bye situation
(particularly the 'No Ball, Bye, Boundary 4 syndrome to ‘new to scoring’ students.
I suspect that some of thoughts expressed below could generate even more discussion! Ed.

John Proctor’s answer to the correspondent on Byes v No balls is:
‘Surely that you can only score one type of conventional extra from a single delivery, the No ball event occurs first.
The byes signal in a wide ball situation is not required because it is obvious the striker could not have hit the ball.
Donald Keighly comments that if a bowler bowls a Wide then any runs that accrue are debited against the bowler.
The same situation should result from a No ball, and any runs should be debited against the bowler (whether struck or not).
In the circumstances described, if the 4 was recorded as Byes then the bowler would get away with only 1 No ball against his
bowling.
The reason the umpires signal a Bye is so that the scorers know whether a ball was struck or not.
Wraye Wenigmann offers the following ‘attempt an interpretation’ (her words!).
Wides and No balls are unfair deliveries.
In the event of No ball, where and when could it possibly cease to be unfair in order for legal Byes to be given (Law 26)?
What is an umpire to do in the event of a deliberate full toss or encroachment by the wicket-keeper?
Let us assume for the given argument that the umpires and scorers now have to qualify the actions after a No ball is signalled.
Logically then, genuine No ball, Bye, Leg bye even Wide extras are all options. (Equally, umpires should then, in order to be
consistent, signal Bye after a wide which (I have actually seen). Should we then have extra signals to define what sort of No ball
was given? If you start on this slippery slope, there is no end to it.
By the time I've finished putting the dots inside the triangle inside the circle along with all the other entries the next delivery
has probably been made and chances are that I've missed it, especially if a spinner is on. At the end of the day will the
scorebook, if readable, add up given that the margin for error with extras entries is increased?
If new scorers are confused by the existing 2 options, off the bat or not, are they going to have an easier job with 4 or 5
different options?
Scorers obviously need some sort of signal to let us know if any extra runs come off the bat or not - an event that scorers
sometimes cannot see clearly - and the Bye signal is easy, quick and convenient for the job. No ball + no contact = easy.
It's tough, but then bowlers shouldn't bowl no-balls!
PS All the computer scoring software would need to be rewritten too!
Tony Izzard tries to explain thus:a) The Bye signal (not the Leg bye signal) following the 'No ball ' signal indicates that the striker has NOT hit the ball WITH HIS
BAT; he must not be credited with any runs and if the ball subsequently reaches the boundary 5 no ball extras are ALL
debited against the bowler. (It is worthy of note that a Boundary 6 can only be scored off the bat).
b) Byes/Leg byes can only be scored from a valid delivery so why should the wicket keeper be penalised for the unlawful actions

of the bowler when he delivers a 'No Ball' similar to when he is debited for delivering a 'Wide Ball' - there is only one person
to blame on both occasions
Laws 26.1 and 26.2 are quite clear and although we might not agree with them we must still apply and adhere by them

See page 4 for more comment on John’s question

Email notchers@btinternet.com with your thoughts on these and any other scoring matters
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.........continued

No ball, Boundary 4 then Bye ........ but why?
Colin Rogan’s take on this...

There is more than one way for the bowler to bowl a No ball. If it is for a foot fault then as you say a Bye (4) might be
a reasonable interpretation of the boundary score along with the No ball (1).
However if the ball is a No ball due to being over waist high is it reasonable for the wicket keeper to be expected to stop it and if
it goes to the boundary is it not the bowler’s error?
It would be complex to treat these 2 situations differently in the laws, unless you had 2 different No ball rulings.
So it is treated in the same way and the bowler gets blamed for both.
A few ‘experienced’ scorers reminded me of a time when the scenario outlined by John was scored differently and asked
when the change to current practice had taken place.
The 1980 amendments to the MCC Laws of Cricket included a change to the No ball Law so that ALL runs scored off a No
ball delivery were against the delivery.
I remember all too well incurring the wrath of several bowlers when they saw that I had scored ALL runs off a No ball
delivery against their bowling; for the best part of the 1981 & 1982 seasons I had to produce the evidence to justify my
Ed.
actions! At least the wicket-keepers were happy chappies!

SCORING TECHNIQUE - drawing a single line when a batsman is ‘retired not out’
(See issue 12; page 1)
John Proctor recalls this entry was originally advised in our early ACU&S correspondence courses and was intended
to prevent entries being made in error in the record of that retired batsman.
‘I have used the notation, entered in the "How Out" columns a note in pencil of "retired not out" and the time of that.
If that batsman returns later then his innings record continues with the entries being made after the vertical line thus
showing there was a break in continuity; remember to insert another time for the commencement of his new innings.
The entries in the split Fall of Wicket box makes it obvious which batsman, the team score at that time etc.
Remember a marginal note is useful too, probably entered alongside the relevant over in the End of Over record.
Not a problem in linear!
Cathy Rawson uses a single & broken diagonal line when scoring in a box type scoring record but otherwise records
the incident as described by John and agrees that there is no problem when using a linear scoring system
Mike Turner discovered, particularly when scoring indoor cricket when batsmen retire not out on reaching 25, that this
practice was pretty much essential in order to lessen the chances of mistakenly recording runs against a batsman who
wasn’t even on the field.
He has taken this principle to another level as he describes below:
Because some of our players were focussed on wickets falling straight after a drinks break I adapted it to indicate any
break in a batsman’s innings as it enabled me to see at a glance if there really was a pattern.
I’ve also found it helps as a visual indication when working out the length of time of a batsman’s innings, reminding me
to deduct the length of the interval or interruption.
What I do is draw two vertical lines in black (so no chance of them being mistaken for singles as I score using colours)
from top to bottom of the row for the batsman’s run tally and I sandwich in between them an appropriate abbreviation:
RTD (Retired)

RN (Rain)

LCH (Lunch)

TEA, , etc.

As an example ‘Drinks’ =

|D|
|K|
|S |

I often used to struggle to correctly calculate the length of time of a batsman’s innings when it overlapped 2 or more
intervals or interruptions or a return after retirement. What I do now at any interruption is to calculate a theoretical
start time should the batsman have batted without a break and note that in pencil alongside the genuine start time.
For example: A batsman’s innings starts at 11.00; there is a 3 minute interval for drinks halfway through the session;
I pencil in a start time for that batsman of 11.03; he’s still batting at Lunch, which lasts 40 minutes; note a new start
time of 11.43; he’s out at 13.50; take 11.43 from 13.50, so his innings has lasted 2 hours 7 minutes, or 127 minutes.
I’ve found that doing this for each batsman’s innings and for the innings as a whole helps me to avoid mistakes with
doing arithmetic calculations under pressure when a batsman is dismissed.
Do readers have other innovative methods for calculating times and reducing the risk of scoring record errors?

ICC SCORING: Match officials, Playing Control Team and more ............
Questions from Adnam Farooq, Cricket Scorer in Islamabad
I put Adnam’s questions to a respected colleague with knowledge of scoring and ICC protocols.

Ed.

MATCH OFFICIALS
I understand that match referee, umpires and official scorer are 'match officials' and they can see or inspect the pitch prior to
the match on each day. Ground Curator, ground staff and Media personnel are also permitted to see the pitch. Am I right?
You are correct in your understanding of who match officials are.
The official scorer is not usually allowed to inspect the pitch and has no reason to do so.
Limitations on who has access to the pitch are essential; the more people walk on the pitch the greater the risk of damage to
the playing area.
PLAYING CONTROL TEAM (PCT)
I learnt that official scorer of the match is excluded from the Playing Control Team and is not permitted to sit in the match
officials room prior to the match and during intervals.
PCT is ICC shorthand for the referee and umpires and does not include scorers. The scorers need to have access to the PCT
members, however that could mean telephone contact. It does not necessarily mean they need physically to have access to the
PCT room.
SCORER PANEL
There are different panels (Elite, Grade-I etc) of Match Referee & Umpires but there is no panel/slab system for scorers.
Should the ICC form a panel at ICC level or ask respective cricket boards to do this?
There needs to be a panel of neutral (3rd country) umpires and referees, who are also ICC employees.
The scorers can (and usually do) both come from and are appointed by the ground authority or Home Board.
A comparison between the position of umpires and scorers and the position of scorers is therefore hardly valid
EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
The Match Referees and umpires will benefit on retirement at the age of 60 years but nothing will be paid in the case of scorers.
As above, the scorers are appointed by the ground authority or Home Board and not the ICC so a comparison is hardly valid.
No international cricket matches are being played in Pakistan for security reasons. Home cricket series are played at neutral
venues in Dubai/Abu Dhabi. The Match Referee and umpires are appointed by the ICC whereas reserve umpires and official
scorers are appointed by the respective cricket board. The PCB have not appointed official scorers from Pakistan to matches at
neutral venues. We financially suffer a lot due to this situation. ICC should have a plan to compensate the officials or cricket
boards having such problems due to terrorism.
It is up to the PCB who they choose to appoint as scorers. If they can find scorers in UAE who are suitable, then why must they be
obliged to select ones living in Pakistan?
A life insurance plan should be introduced for match officials during their travelling for performing official commitments.
A central contract plan should be introduced for match officials as is the case for players. Most match officials serve at local and
national level as well as any international opportunities and they are available on ‘need’ basis. If some of good performers put on
central contract on the recommendations of respective cricket boards, they will act with full devotion and as a professional.
The ICC must look into the fee structure of match officials in all cricket boards and it must be in one currency as paid by ICC at
least in international matches being played in different countries.
As with the comments above, there is no valid comparison with the position of umpires and referees
SCORER RECOGNITION
Can you do something for the prestige and respect of scorers? The name of the scorer is nowhere in scorecards and there is no
acknowledgement/appreciation of their work during international matches award ceremonies.
The ground authority or the Home Board decide what appears on their scorecard (or indeed if one is produced) and also what
sort of post match presentation is carried out. It is not an ICC issue.
ICC Europe have taken the initiative and set up their own scorer panel. Scorers at tournaments organised by ICC Europe invariably receive
awards at the end of tournament ceremony (though the scorers names rarely appear on the score cards published on the website).
Scorers at ICC Associate Nation competitions also receive awards at the end of tournament awards ceremony.
See page 1 of this issue for news of two scorers receiving an award.
Scorers - have you raised the profile of scorers by talking to competition organisers? I challenge you to try.

Ed

SHEILA HILL

MBE

Cathy Rawson

Sheila Hill was awarded the MBE (Member of the Order of the British Empire) in the 2011 New Years Honours
List for her services to Women’s Cricket. She is better known to many cricket umpires and scorers for her
untiring work for The Association of Cricket Umpires and Scorers (ACU&S - previously ACU).
I first met Sheila I the mid-1980’s when, as Regional Scorers’ Officer (RSO) for the South East of England, I
attended my first RSOs meeting. As Chairman of the association she invariably attended meetings of the various
committees and, throughout her tenure, she rarely missed a meeting of the RSOs or Scorers’ Committee. When
I suddenly had to take on the role of Chairman of the Scorers’ Committee she was there to offer guidance and
support. She always demonstrated a commitment to scorers and took a very active interest in the development
of scorer training & examination material.
Congratulations Sheila on a well deserved MBE and thanks for your untiring work for cricket scorers.

WANTED - SCORERS
HALESOWEN CC (just off junction 3 off the M5) play in Div 2 of the Birmingham and District Premier League and they are
desperate for a scorer as last year’s scorer has moved house and clubs. Visit their website at www.halesowencricketclub.co.uk.
and/or contact Steve Baker, Club Chairman on 07860 563824 for more information. Expenses will be met.
OLD VIGORNIANS CC are based next to Worcestershire's New Road ground, sharing their pitch with the King's School.
They are playing in a new (to them) league this season and are required to have a scorer at every home game. In the past
players have kept the score; they are now hoping to establish a more professional service.
Contact Dan Wheeler at dan_wheeler@hotmail.com
ADVERTISING SCORER TRAINING COURSES
Notchers’ News (http://www.notchers.co.uk) hosts a list of known courses which will be updated as details are received.
To advertise your course (free of charge) send course details and contact information to notchers@btopenworld.com
USEFUL EMAIL ADDRESSES
England and Wales Cricket Board Association of Cricket Officials (ECB ACO)
http://www.ecb.co.uk/ecb/ecb-association-of-cricket-officials/
International Institute of Cricket Umpires and Scorers (IICUS)
http://www.umpires.tv
(For scorer specific information email scorers@umpires.tv)

For books, scoring equipment and
coloured pens or to access the Bulletin
Board;
Visit the Acumen Books
website at:

MILLENNIUM SCORING RECORD
The A3 scoring record originally designed by members of the ACU&S Scorers’
Board .

Binder and 50 sheets (= 100 innings) £20 + P&P
Refill pack of 50 sheets £10 + P&P
Contact milsteadmsr@btinternet.com for more information

www.acumenbooks.co.uk

Scorer Correspondence courses
ECB ACO offer an Introductory level course - For more information visit the
ECB ACO web site.
A ‘scoring cricket limited by overs’ course is independently run to the high
standards previously set by The Association of Cricket Umpires and Scorers.
It is open to anyone wishing to learn more about cricket scoring.
For more information contact cathy.rawson@btopenworld.com

Share your cricket scoring experiences and scoring questions with
readers.
Photos are welcomed and add interest to the newsletter.
Send your contributions to: notchers@btopenworld.com

September newsletter copy date:

21st August 2011

Your questions, news and views are welcomed for use in future issues

